
Results with Bamboo Rose

Bamboo Rose enables Adidas to share what is trending in real-time across the community so the company can 

quickly adjust its supplier orders to meet trends as they emerge. They re-balance orders and commitments in real 

time to ensure the right products are present in the right markets at the right time. If certain products aren’t selling 

in a particular market, the community members figure out why and communicate corrective actions quickly. They 

are able to identify both problems and opportunities on a product-by-product basis in every market and react 

accordingly. Collaboration in the marketplace is the key. Both Adidas and the retailers who carry their NEO products 

benefit from increased sales, faster product turns and better margin protection.

Increasingly, retail communities are becoming more complex as all parties strive to reach consumers on a personal 

level with the right products at the right time. This approach drives revenue growth and consumer brand loyalty, but 

requires a new way of collaborating within the community. The unprecedented agility afforded by Bamboo Rose is 

not just a key competitive driver for Adidas, but a critical tool, to set and capture trends as they arise, making Adidas 

and the retail partners it sells to even more responsive to customer demands.

Adidas is a global leader within the sporting goods industry, 

offering a broad range of apparel, footwear and equipment. 

Athletic apparel has crossed over from the gym to all facets of life. 

With a focus on comfort and performance, these styles support 

today’s more casual lifestyle. Athletic-influenced styles are clearly 

no longer just for athletes. Capitalizing on this in a big way is 

Adidas – known for its innovation with athletic styles and trends.

EXPLORE THE CHALLENGES

Case Study: Adidas

COMPANY STATS

Annual Revenue: $16B

Suppliers: 1,000+ World-wide factories

Sell Channels: Retail, online

Global Stores: 1,500+

No other brand has a more 

distinguished history and stronger 

connection with sport than adidas. 

It is their mission to be the best sports 

brand in the world. Everything they 

do is rooted in sport. This is what 

“The Badge of Sport” stands for as a 

brand mark. It is the sharp end of their 

spear, seen on innovative products, as 

well as with the world’s best athletes, 

teams and events. We help athletes to 

achieve their peak performance.

bamboorose.com

Solution: Bamboo Rose Marketplace        Industry: Athletic apparel, footwear, equipment

Bamboo Rose solves the challenge of reacting to trending 
styles in real-time.

Adidas has a reputation for trendsetting and product innovation which 

matches the Bamboo Rose approach to communities, merchandising and 

social technology. Adidas aligns supply with consumer demand from over 

150 markets. They have brought together a world-class community of internal 

merchants, retail partners and product suppliers using a single collaborative 

marketplace to increase sales at full margin for the NEO collections. 



THE CHALLENGE

Bringing new products and styles to stores and eCommerce channels is a process that can often take brands and retailers 

nearly 18 months. For leading international athletic brand Adidas, this is compounded by the complexities of managing 

hundreds of markets across the globe, each with unique requirements. In addition, styles and sizes vary greatly across each 

market. For example, the color pink in the US is more commonly associated with feminine clothing, where in Japan it is more 

universal to both male and female styles.

To better respond to seasonal trends, sell more merchandise at full margins and put the right products in the right markets at 

the right time, Adidas adopted a process called ‘in-season-creation’ (ISC) as a reactive buying process outside of its regularly 

scheduled seasonal buying events. Adidas has implemented ISC for its Neo, Originals and Sport Performance lines.

The ISC process allows Adidas to act swiftly, responding to data from actual consumer buying trends and react to input from 

the local merchants and channel partners that make up the Adidas retail community. Historically, new product development 

has been reliant on manual processes that are not suitable or scalable for Adidas to react quickly enough, across multiple 

markets, to emerging trends. The primary participation for the retailers and channel partners Adidas sells to happens only at 

the end of the process in the form of email trails, PDFs with pictures of collections and costly physical buying trips to look 

at finished products. Additionally, the administrative burdens on all members of the community hinder the natural creative 

process involved in getting great products to market, because it’s:

• Reliant on manual data-entry on spreadsheets

•  Not scalable due to limitations around the amount of users able to access files at the same-time

• Not a social, collaborative user friendly experience

•  Jeopardizes work quality because it’s prone to mistakes errors

•  Risky due to the limited security and safety measures in place

•  Cumbersome, time-consuming and expensive for all parties

•  Duplicates workload at the back-end when changes or translations need to be made before POs an be created

THE ACTION

Adidas knew it needed a scalable, collaborative marketplace that was visual, social and easy to use in order to reduce 

workload and increase sales across markets. Adidas took it one step further. As a retailer with a growing brand designed by, 

and for, generation Z (NEO), it knew technology that enables real-time collaboration was the only option. For this community, 

seeing a new style on TV one day, and having it at their doorstep the next, is a realistic expectation. Adidas knew it needed 

a technology that would foster a social, collaborative and real-time experience for its designers, product managers and 

marketers, much like the social media channels they use on a daily basis in their non-work lives. Adidas found the answer they 

were looking for with Bamboo Rose’s marketplace. Adidas identified a global community of individuals to closely align designs 

with consumer tastes at a local level. They put the community on the Bamboo Rose marketplace to collaboratively manage 

design and product decisions.
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Adidas is using Bamboo Rose to capture market feedback, dynamically adjust product 

designs and postpone finalizing product lines to more accurately meet in-season 

demand from over 150 markets. The retailers and channel partners are using Bamboo Rose to 

provide feedback, order samples, select the best assortments for their markets and conduct 

digital buying trips prior to or in place of physical trips to Adidas’ factories.

The NEO team at Adidas creates digital showrooms in Bamboo Rose to share product concepts with the retailers that 

participate in the ISC pro-gram. Those markets provide feedback on the products while they are still in the design phase 

so Adidas can gauge the likely response to those designs and modify for individual markets accordingly. The feedback is 

captured and cataloged within Bamboo Rose which provides the necessary security to protect the brand. Once products and 

collections are finalized, they are shared again via digital showrooms with the individual retailers who commit to initial orders. 

As product starts to sell in those markets they provide input on what is selling, what is not and what they think will make a 

difference. The retailers use Bamboo Rose to adjust assortments on the fly and re-work follow-on orders as necessary. 

The NEO team makes real-time adjustments up and down the supply chain as appropriate. 

Prior to Bamboo Rose, this was a very manual process and the feedback piece was missing. All Adidas had to react too was 

sales data which was usually not timely and did not represent the whole picture of what was really happening in each market. 

And, retailers had to make multiple trips to Adidas’ factories if they wanted to impact product design and collection decisions.

About Bamboo Rose

Bamboo Rose is the leading platform connecting the retail community to discover, develop and deliver products @ consumer speed. 

Our company is made up of retail experts with decades of experience at some of the largest global retailers. Our collaborative B2B platform 

combines modern PLM, Sourcing, GTM and P2P. We help retailers and suppliers simplify the product creation and delivery process to 

bring great products to market faster, more efficiently and at higher margins. Bamboo Rose serves over 85 major retailers and 400 brands 

(American Eagle, Family Dollar, Lowe’s and more) and connects 35,000 suppliers and 150,000 user members.

Learn more at bamboorose.com, or find us on Twitter at @GoBambooRose.
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The exciting thing about Bamboo Rose is the ability it gives us to communicate organically, with our 

team and ultimately, our entire network. The design of the Bamboo Rose marketplace is so intuitive, it 

allows me to focus on the more fun and creative aspects of my job versus the process.

– Adidas Designer
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